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 INTRODUCTION 

 robust public health system depends on the timely dissemination of medical findings to those
ho need them. Most often, people stay apprised of medical findings through conversation with
heir doctors, printed materials like pamphlets, and online resources like MedlinePlus or hospital
ebsites [ 33 , 57 , 113 ]. However, these resources do not cover all medical conditions and treat-
ents [ 12 , 92 ], especially those which are the focus of emerging research [ 23 , 88 ]. The latest med-

cal knowledge often appears solely in the medical research literature [ 35 , 39 , 84 , 103 , 115 ]. For
ealthcare consumers, like patients, their families, and other caregivers, staying apprised of the
atest research may mean becoming familiar with the literature. In the words of one patient [ 5 ]: 

I had been studying CLL [Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia] through free access articles 
on PubMed and Google Scholar . . . Reading these NIH papers enabled me to have an 
intelligent dialogue with a CLL specialist, ultimately leading me to the selection of a 
clinical trial. 

For patients like the one quoted above, research articles offer an awareness of cutting edge
edical findings and the nuance of underlying studies. Patients need not fully understand articles
o derive some useful information. From these articles, patients may find and share information
ermane to treatment options with their healthcare providers [ 35 , 84 , 115 ]. 
However, a healthcare consumer’s success in understanding the medical literature is by no
eans assured. Healthcare consumers report that, unsurprisingly, medical papers are difficult to
ead [ 35 , 83 ]. This is in part due to being overwhelmed by the amount of unfamiliar terminology. It
s also because healthcare consumers are unaccustomed to the norms of how research is conducted
nd how reports of it are structured [ 20 , 35 ]. The result is that reading medical papers can be an
xperience that is challenging and at times demoralizing. 
In this article, we ask how interactive information interfaces can make medical research articles

pproachable to non-expert healthcare consumers that need it, whom we refer to as “readers” in
his article. In particular, we study how articles can be imbued with new affordances to help read-
rs navigate and evaluate their contents. The human-computer interaction literature demonstrates
yriad ways that reading interfaces can assist readers, including by helping them understand un-
amiliar terminology [ 8 , 47 ], hiding sections that are predicted to be irrelevant [ 17 ], and answering
ser-written questions [ 114 ]. Drawing on this work as inspiration, we ask what combination of
ffordances would be necessary to help bridge the often enormous gap between a reader’s current
nowledge of biomedical research and a paper’s contents. Consider, this sentence from a paper
bout systemic lupus erythematosus, linked from a patient-facing MedlinePlus page [ 101 ]: 

The most salient events include an impaired apoptosis of dying cells, a type I inter- 
feron (IFN) signature, the uncontrolled activation of T and B lymphocytes and the 
production of autoantibodies mainly directed against nucleic acids or ribonucleo- 
proteins (RNP) . 

This sentence is difficult not only because it contains technical terminology, but that in combi-
ation these words form a sentence so foreign that a reader has little chance of understanding it
ithout learning a considerable amount of background knowledge from elsewhere. A reader not
nly needs to know what “autoantibodies” and “ribonucleoproteins” mean, but also how produc-
ion of one implies the progression of their condition and risks to their health. A medical paper
ontains not one but hundreds of such sentences, making it exceedingly difficult for readers to
nd, let alone understand, information important to them. How can interactive interfaces make
edical papers more approachable by incorporating plain language alongside paper content? 
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 1. Pictured is the Paper Plain user interface. When a reader opens a paper in Paper Plain , they see a 
side pane containing a reading guide (1), consisting of key questions the reader might ask of the paper, brief 
generated plain language answers, and pointers to passages in the paper where the reader can read more. 
When a reader clicks a question (2), the paper jumps to the passage that provides that answer and shows 
a paragraph-length plain language answer (3). Plain language summaries can be accessed for any section 
of the paper by clicking a label next to the section header (4). The reader can view definitions of medical 
terminology by clicking underlined terms (5). 
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This article explores how future interactive aids can go beyond their typical capabilities to as-
ist readers in understanding where to find information of interest in a paper according to the
anguage they already know. We begin with a formative observational study of 12 non-expert
eaders to identify barriers in reading medical research papers. We observed that, in addition to
he expected pervasive difficulties of understanding passages dense with unknown terminology,
eaders struggled to know what parts of a paper to read and often spent considerable effort mak-
ng sense of sections with limited usefulness to them. These findings suggest that reading medical
apers is uniquely challenging for our envisioned readers due to their lack of domain knowledge
nd understanding of how medical research is communicated. An augmented reading interface
or these readers will need to go beyond the capabilities of prior interfaces—that define terminol-
gy [ 47 ], provide summaries [ 45 ], or allow readers to ask questions of a paper [ 114 ]—and provide
 reading experience that guides readers to useful information in the context of the paper. 
To improve access to medical papers, we explore four features enabled by natural language
rocessing (illustrated in Figure 1 ) and embody them in a novel interactive system, Paper Plain ,
hrough an iterative design process. First, Paper Plain helps a reader find information relevant to
hem in the paper by providing a “key question index,” a list of important questions a healthcare
onsumer may wish to ask about a medical study. Second, when a reader clicks one of these ques-
ions, they are taken to a paragraph in the paper that answers the question along with an “answer
ist,” a plain language summary of that paragraph. Third, Paper Plain conveys the essence of
erminology-dense passages with “section gists,” in-situ plain language summaries available for
ach section of the paper. Finally, Paper Plain assists readers in understanding unfamiliar terms by
llowing a reader to look up definitions by clicking the term. The key question index and gists are
ovel features in the context of reading applications for research papers; term definitions have ap-
eared in prior reading systems, and are incorporated into Paper Plain as one of the components
hat make up a holistic reading support system. The design of the system is described in Section 4 .
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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We envision Paper Plain as a system that can one day be enabled for any medical research
aper. The system draws on active research in natural language processing for biomedical question
nswering [ 112 ], plain language generation [ 45 ], and term identification [ 82 ]. One limitation of
urrent text generation capabilities is the risk of generating factually incorrect or inconsistent text,
ften referred to as “hallucinations.” [ 75 ] Deploying any system in a medical context will require
lgorithmic advances and human oversight (e.g., crowdsourced fact-checking or expert review)
o detect factually incorrect generations [ 58 , 75 ]. For examples of current automated advances
n this space, see [ 41 , 62 , 71 ]. In the context of this article, we lightly curated generated text to
nsure factuality and text coherence (more details in Section 5 and Appendix C ). This allowed us
o focus on developing interactions that would enable readers to meaningfully engage with medical
esearch papers. Section 5 describes the implementation of Paper Plain and the manual curation
f gists, while Section 8.3 discusses in more depth the limitations of text generation models for
ur application. While to date our implementation relies on some human curation, this project as
 whole indicates the potential for reading experiences like Paper Plain to be deployed at scale
ver the scientific literature. 
To assess how Paper Plain supports the reading experience, we conducted a 24 partial within-
articipant usability study where participants read papers with variants of Paper Plain or a typical
DF reader during a timed reading task. The study showed that Paper Plain lowered partici-
ants’ self-reported difficulty in reading the paper and increased confidence that they found all
f the information of interest to themselves. When asked to answer questions that tested their
nderstanding of the paper, participants answered questions neither significantly more nor less
ccurately when they had access to Paper Plain . 
The clear favorite feature was the key question index and answer gists. Participants also used,

nd appreciated, section gists and term definitions, though participants tended not to use them
hen the key question index was available. Altogether, the study suggests that reading interfaces
hat provide guidance and plain language summaries can indeed lead readers to find papers more
pproachable than they would with conventional reading tools. 
In summary, this article contributes: 

(1) A characterization of the barriers readers face when they read medical research papers.
These findings both echo and extend findings from prior research about barriers to con-
suming medical information [ 35 , 83 , 97 ] by illustrating the barriers healthcare consumers
face in medical papers, with important themes including readers’ uncertainty about where
to find relevant information in papers, and an overabundance of terminology (Section 3 ).

(2) Paper Plain , a reading interface for biomedical papers that brings together known affor-
dances like term definition tooltips with the novel affordances of in-situ plain language
summaries of paper sections and an index of key questions that guide readers to answering
passages with paired plain language answers (Section 4 ). 

(3) Evidence from a usability study that these new affordances helped readers quickly find
passages in a paper that were informative to them. Participants using Paper Plain ’s key
question index and answer gists, versus a typical PDF reader, reported a significantly eas-
ier time reading papers and greater confidence that they found all relevant information
without a significant difference in correctness when answering questions about the paper
(Section 7 ). 

 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

.1 Healthcare Consumers Reading Medical Research 

esearch on consumer health information seeking suggests that trustworthy online health infor-
ation can empower healthcare consumers, improve clinician-patient interactions, and increase
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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dherence to medical recommendations [ 22 , 33 , 52 , 102 ]. Kivits [ 57 ] explored why healthcare con-
umers search the internet for medical information, finding that the motivations for searching
ncluded helping oneself and filling in missing information from their clinician. Cartright et al.
 28 ] distinguished two types of health information searching behaviors: evidence-based, which
ocused on details of symptoms, and hypothesis-based, which focused on understanding a par-
icular diagnosis. Work has also studied how people search for health information online [ 33 ,
6 ], share through social media [ 30 ], and how online searching can lead to healthcare utilization
 111 ]. 
While the internet is a good source of consumer health information, it also poses challenges

o searchers [ 97 , 99 ]. One study found that the top search results may overapproximate the effec-
iveness for health interventions in comparison to the evidence in the literature [ 110 ]. Searchers
ight also experience information overload as they encounter unrelated search results, complex
ext, and contradictory guidance from multiple sources [ 12 , 53 , 97 , 99 ]. Searchers cannot always
vercome these issues themselves, and instead may require consultation with their clinicians to
ake sense of the information they have found [ 97 ]. 
Whether it is found through a web search or other means, medical literature plays an important

ole in providing specific, detailed, up-to-date information about health conditions and their treat-
ents [ 115 ]. As such, there have been calls across the research community and advocacy groups
like to make literature accessible to healthcare consumers. In 2005, the NIH established an open
ccess policy in part to encourage healthcare consumers to self-educate about their healthcare
nd related research, in consultation with their care teams [ 84 ]. Recent years have seen increasing
ecognition that public stakeholders, including advocacy groups and healthcare consumers, ben-
fit from the use of primary medical research findings [ 35 , 39 ]. Today, there is a movement in the
edical community to involve patients more in the research process, including understanding lab
eports [ 81 ], reviewing research papers [ 89 ], and leading research efforts [ 76 , 80 ]. Research has
hown the public benefit of this open access policy, with one such benefit being improved access
o research findings for healthcare workers and consumers [ 103 ]. 
At the same time, medical research, and scientific research more broadly, present unique bar-

iers to readers without research expertise [ 78 ]. Nunn and Pinfield [ 83 ] interviewed healthcare
onsumers on reasons for accessing medical literature and their response to lay summaries writ-
en for medical papers. They found that readers appreciated the lay summaries, but often wanted
o read the article themselves anyway. At the same time, other work has found that lay summaries
elp improve reader comprehension compared to journal abstracts [ 54 ]. Bromme and Goldman
 21 ] highlighted hurdles that the general public face when reading scientific information, includ-
ng the ability to determine what is relevant and lack of domain expertise. Day et al. [ 35 ] out-
ined additional barriers specific to searching through medical research, such as lack of adequate
cientific literacy, the potential to draw inaccurate conclusions from the findings, and fraudu-
ent journals without sufficient peer review. Britt et al. [ 20 ] argued that science literacy is the
bility to evaluate scientific texts effectively, but that this is challenging due to complex argu-
ents and unfamiliar text structures. Our project illustrates how interactive reading interfaces
an make medical research papers accessible to healthcare consumers through a novel interactive
ystem. 

.2 Interactive Reading Interfaces 

aper Plain draws inspiration from prior interactive reading systems that have used term def-
nitions [ 47 ], question answering [ 29 , 114 ], and guided reading [ 38 ]. Prior work has developed
eading guides for students and researchers by constructing questions around a document. In-
uire Biology [ 29 ] is a biology textbook augmented with features to support student learning.
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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he textbook allows students to view concept definitions and ask open-ended questions about
nformation in the textbook. If students are unsure of what questions to ask, the textbook also
ecommends possible questions based on highlighted passages. In another resource for students,
zara and Frey-Vogel [ 38 ] introduced a new method for conducting reading groups by developing
uestions about a paper’s methodology and findings to guide reading discussions. Zhao and Lee
 114 ] introduced “Talk to Papers,” a natural language question answering system for exploring
esearch papers. “Talk to Papers” allows users to query papers with natural language questions
nd provides passages where answers are taken from. Other work has built tools for navigating
oncepts within a paper [ 8 , 51 ] and providing reading guidance in textbooks [ 26 , 109 ]. There are
lso interactive systems for collaborative reading of research papers, such as Fermat’s Library [ 1 ],
hich provides community annotations on popular research papers, and Hypothes.is [ 2 ], which
llows users to annotate and share annotations on any webpage. 
Work has also imbued documents with summaries and definitions to assist in reading. In the con-

ext of reading research papers, Head et al. [ 47 ] introduced ScholarPhi, a PDF reader that surfaces
osition-aware definitions for terms defined in a paper (Nonce words) and features for revealing
hese terms across a paper. In a usability study, researchers were able to read papers more easily
sing the interface. In the clinical context, UpToDate [ 4 ] provides expert-written summaries of cur-
ent research for healthcare providers. Other work has explored tools for adaptive summarization
 17 ] and evaluation of research literature [ 65 , 73 ], 
In contrast to previous reading interfaces for research papers that focus on clinicians, re-

earchers, or students, this project focuses on interactions to make papers understandable to
ealthcare consumers. There are key ways in which previous designs would not support these en-
isioned readers. Medical research text is so complex that a reader has to invest considerable effort
n learning the background knowledge to understand it. Previous interfaces that assume readers
now what important questions to ask [ 114 ], where to look for their answers [ 29 ] or know how to
ake sense of definitions of terms within a paper [ 47 , 51 ] can make reading exceedingly difficult
or our envisioned readers. Paper Plain goes beyond the typical capabilities of interactive readers
o instead help readers understand where to find information of interest in a paper according to
he language they are more likely to know. To do this, the system incorporates plain language
longside the original paper content. 

.3 AI for Scientific Text Processing 

aper Plain leverages advances in natural language processing ( NLP ) that have been devel-
ped to make medical information more understandable to the public, specifically healthcare con-
umers [ 36 , 108 ]. The techniques most relevant to Paper Plain are automated term definition
r replacement [ 105 ], plain language summarization [ 37 ], and consumer biomedical question an-
wering [ 7 ]. Also relevant are writing tools to encourage plain language [ 44 ], as the underlying
echniques for powering such systems are similar to those leveraged by Paper Plain (e.g., gener-
ting plain language). Paper Plain integrates these advancements in its implementation to show
ow such methods might support healthcare consumers in a user-facing interface and indicate the
otential of scaling this reading experience across the scientific literature. 
Work has introduced automated methods that define terms, simplify text, and answer biomed-

cal questions. Veyseh et al. [ 105 ] presented a web-based system for acronym identification that
orks in the biomedical, scientific, and general domain and Murthy et al. [ 79 ] explored how to
efine scientific terminology with terms recognizable to a reader. Devaraj et al. [ 37 ] introduced
 new dataset of healthcare consumer summaries for clinical topics along with a trained model
or simplifying medical text and Guo et al. [ 45 ] used plain language summaries to train a model
or generating summaries of biomedical text. An alternative way of making medical language
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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ccessible to a broader public is by building question answering systems for healthcare consumers.
bacha and Demner-Fushman [ 7 ] collected a dataset of consumer health questions from NIH web-
ites and developed methods for automated answering of these questions. Mrini et al. [ 77 ] intro-
uced methods to improve answer recall for long and complex consumer medical questions. Other
ork has automatically classified the questions that healthcare consumers ask [ 91 ]. 
In the context of writing tools, Gero et al. [ 44 ] used generation models to help researchers author

Tweetorials,” a threaded tweet meant to inform a general audience about a scientific concept
n Twitter [ 19 ]. Other work has introduced writing tools to help journalists [ 55 ] or clinicians
rite using simpler terms [ 64 , 87 , 104 ], simplify text by replacing technical terminology with more
ommon terms [ 14 , 61 , 85 ], and simplify e-prescription and medical instructions [ 27 , 66 ]. 
Paper Plain draws on this active research to improve access to medical papers. Section 5 dis-

usses in depth the adaptations needed to make this research provide useful output for healthcare
onsumers reading medical research papers. 

 OBSERVATIONS OF NON-EXPERT READERS 

o gather more direct and comprehensive evidence of barriers for this population, we conducted
 think-aloud reading study. Prior work on barriers has focused on consumer health informa-
ion [ 97 ], scientific research in other domains [ 78 ], students [ 95 ], or searching through medical
iterature [ 35 ], but it is unclear how these barriers manifest for non-experts reading medical re-
earch papers. 

.1 Formative Research 

e wanted to observe the barriers faced by healthcare consumers when reading medical research.
owever, the timing of these reading episodes was hard to predict, making it difficult to observe
uthentic reading experiences. As a compromise, we developed scenarios based on interviews with
our healthcare consumers who had prior experience reading medical research and two healthcare
roviders who had discussed findings from medical papers with their patients. Participants were
ecruited through our personal and professional networks and by referral. 
Based on these interviews we designed four scenarios that varied across the following dimen-

ions: diagnosis, demographics (i.e., common or uncommon for a diagnosis), relationship to patient
i.e., patient vs. caretaker), and motivation. There were two possible diagnoses for each scenario:
 herniated disc or systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE, also called Lupus). These diagnoses were
elected because they are relatively common and represent serious, long-term issues for a patient.
otivations were: learning background-specific information, becoming aware of emerging treat-
ent options, and comparing treatment options. These scenarios were validated as realistic by a
ealthcare researcher familiar with consumer health. More details on these interviews and the sce-
arios are in Appendix A . Following the development of these scenarios, we recruited participants
o walk through the scenarios in a think-aloud reading study. 

.2 Participants and Recruiting 

e recruited participants who had no experience in the medical profession and in undertaking
esearch via Upwork, a crowd-work site for hiring freelancers. We listed our job under both “Edit-
ng and Proofreading” and “Customer Research” (i.e., workers partaking in user surveys) to at-
ract a broad sample of workers with varied degrees of reading and writing experience. All par-
icipants were paid US$15 for the hour-long study. 1 We discuss possible limitations to this re-
ruiting strategy and the presence of a paid timed task in Section 8.4 . A total of 12 participants
 This was above the federal minimum wage of US$7.25 and the state minimum wage of US$13.69 at the time of study. 

ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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ompleted the study (T1–12). Of these participants, 11 had completed college and 5 had completed
rofessional or graduate school. 11 participants had taken 3 or fewer STEM courses since high
chool. 

.3 Procedure 

articipants were randomly assigned into one of the four scenarios described in Section 3.1 . Each
cenario was assigned to the same number of participants. To ensure participants were equipped
ith some prior knowledge before approaching papers, they first read a consumer health webpage
MedlinePlus) about the medical condition in their scenario. This MedlinePlus step was meant to
pproximate realistic circumstances, in which a participant would receive information from their
octor about their diagnosis. After reading the MedlinePlus page, participants browsed a list of 11
esearch articles selected from PubMed articles linked from MedlineP lus. MedlineP lus is a patient-
acing resource for medical information, so we reasoned that papers linked from it would be rep-
esentative of those readers would look to first. We selected papers that were (1) review articles
r randomized control trials and (2) relevant to the scenarios. While in real-world health infor-
ation seeking, readers would undoubtedly come across irrelevant information [ 97 ], the study’s
ocus was on barriers in reading papers rather than searching through papers and determining
heir relevance. Participants chose which papers to consult, which permitted us to see how the
ontents of a paper affected a participant’s choice to read it deeply. Participants had enough time
o read one or two papers (all were instructed to read at least one paper). 
Participants were asked to read for a total of 40 minutes, split between the MedlinePlus summary
age and the papers they chose to read. Participants thought aloud while reading. They were
lso asked to take notes or speak aloud on any barriers they had encountered every 5 minutes
f they had not already volunteered this information. The researcher present would sometimes
sk participants to elaborate on these barriers. Following the reading, the researcher interviewed
articipants to ask what was difficult about reading the research articles and how they thought
ntelligent reading tools could help them read more effectively. After the interview, participants
ompleted a questionnaire to report their medical literacy and prior research experience. 
To analyze the barriers readers faced, a reflexive thematic analysis [ 15 , 18 ] was performed on the

hink-aloud and questionnaire data. We followed Braun and Clarke [ 18 ]’s six phases of thematic
nalysis. One author familiarized themselves with the interview data by rereading transcripts and
ewatching interviews, making notes on barriers readers faced. This author generated initial codes
or barriers based on these observations and iteratively revised the barriers with four other au-
hors through discussion (both in meetings, and asynchronously over Google Docs). The authors
eviewed each barrier and the strength of the supporting evidence. Through these discussions,
arriers were refined and assigned candidate names. After refining the barriers, the first author
evisited the data, and checked for consistency between barriers and observations from the study.
hrough discussions with the first author and four other authors the barriers were further refined
nd assigned descriptive names. 

.4 Findings 

ur study revealed a set of barriers readers face when reading medical research papers. Table 1 lists
hese barriers. Below we illustrate how these barriers manifested for non-experts reading medical
apers and highlight concrete instances that inform opportunities for design. 

Unfamiliar terminology . Nearly all (T1–3, 5–8, 10–12) participants mentioned struggling to
ake sense of the information in the papers because of medical terminology or acronyms
hat they did not know. These terms ranged from only appearing in some areas of biomedical
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Table 1. Barriers Readers Encountered when Reading Medical Research Papers without Prior Experience 

Barrier Description Quote Readers 

Unfamiliar 
terminology 

Readers did not understand 
individual terms and symbols from 

the biomedical research domain. 

“What does this word 
mean?”

T1–3, 5–8, 
10–12 

Overwhelmingly 
dense text 

Readers had difficulty 
understanding passages that 
contained an overabundance of 
technical terminology. 

“I am not going to act 
like I understand what 
any of this means.”

T1–8, 11–12 

Not knowing 
what to read 

Readers did not know which 
sections were worth their 
attention, and expended effort 
reading uninformative sections. 

“Why did I waste all 
that time trying to 
understand what that 
was?”

T1–3, 5–12 

Difficulty finding 
answers 

Readers had specific questions 
they wanted to find answers to but 
lacked knowledge of where in the 
text to find answers. 

“Where does it talk 
about how to treat this 
condition?”

T4, 6, 9–10, 
12 

Difficulty relating 
findings to 
personal 
circumstances 

Readers could not find enough 
information about whether 
prognoses and outcomes described 
in the text applied to them. 

“I would love to know 

how someone with the 
same demographics as 
me responded to this 
treatment”

T2, 5, 8–9, 11 
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esearch (e.g., “therapeutic peptides”) to commonly used medical terms (e.g., “comorbidities,”
meta-analysis”). The only two participants that did not mention struggling with specific medical
erminology (T4 and 9) said they instead skimmed over these terms or were able to infer them
rom context. Some terms had meanings that were integral to understanding an article. Incorrect
ssumptions about these terms could mean misunderstanding the article (T6 and 10). For example,
10 did not know that “in vitro” referred to pre-clinical, non-human studies. They only realized
his after reading the majority of the article, which dramatically changed their perception of the
sefulness of the treatments discussed in the article. 
While the terminology is a common barrier in scholarly communication [ 74 ], past interactions to

ddress it present additional issues for our reading context. Past work has addressed this issue for
esearchers by providing definitions of terms based on earlier references in a paper [ 47 ]. However,
here is no guarantee a reader in our context would understand definitions drawn from the original
aper, considering that almost all text in medical papers has technical terminology. This issue
uggests that a different approach to defining terminology for our envisioned readers is needed. 

Overwhelmingly dense text . While participants could ignore individual terms, such as T4 and 9,
entences were so filled with these terms, and paragraphs were so filled with these sentences, that
articipants were overwhelmed by passages of dense text (T1–8, 11–12). As T8 put it, 

Honestly reading that stuff it was . . . overwhelming just how much terminology I 
didn’t know to start off with . . . It’s not like I didn’t understand it at all, it was just 
hard to follow because I had to keep going back, like “Oh what does that acronym 

mean?” (T8) 
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Dense text is a barrier that every reader has encountered when learning to read in a new lan-
uage or domain and is a core motivation for text simplification research. The nuance to this barrier
n the context of medical research papers is that while readers do often wish to read original paper
ontent, they might have little interest or capacity mastering the language of a particular paper,
iven that other papers might use different language, and that they may be pressed for time. 

Not knowing what to read . While some participants read a paper’s introduction to determine
ow useful a paper would be, many participants did not trust their ability to know what a paper
ould contain without exhaustively reading it (T3, 6–8). T6 and 8, for example, both suspected
hat certain papers would not be useful after reading the abstract or introduction, but continued
eading the papers because they hoped they would still find something that was helpful. 
Of the 12 participants, 11 (T1–3, 5–12) had a difficult time knowing if a paper held relevant

nformation and invested reading effort to determine this. They read papers exhaustively top-
o-bottom, reading most of the text, spending time making sense of dense results sections and
escriptions of statistical analyses that they often later realized were irrelevant (T2–3, 5–8). 
One such participant was T5, who reported struggling to read the entire first paper they selected
ecause they wanted to do their due diligence to understand the results and decide if the paper
as relevant to them. After getting to the discussion they realized that the section provided an
ccessible overview of the results. As they explained, 

The results, which in my mind would be the first place I would want to go to . . . are 
very technical and I am not going to know what that means . . . so a general discussion 
of the results will be more helpful . . . knowing what I know now I would probably skip 
the results section. (T5) 

As this quote shows, readers like T5 lack the knowledge of what they should–and shouldn’t–
ead in a paper, leading them to take much longer learning what a paper has to offer. Other partic-
pants had similar experiences as T5, though did not necessarily determine what the best passages
ere for them to read after the first paper (T2–3, 6–8). 
Sometimes there was indeed information not surfaced in the introduction or abstract that partic-

pants wanted to know, such as low-level details on participant demographics. Participants could
nvest effort to determine if a paper contained this information. In the case of T6, they spent
0 minutes reading a single paper. In another case, T7 reported that they suspected there was use-
ul information in a paper, but it would take them too much time to find it. T3 similarly wanted a
ay to know exactly what to read first in a paper: 

I would love some sort of . . . thousand foot-view, which is kind of what I needed in 
the beginning. Make [the paper] less designed for doctors, and make it more patient 
friendly, where you are less overwhelmed by all the information all at once, where 
you can search it out in smaller bites. (T3) 

When asked to elaborate, T3 explained that the smaller bites of information could provide high-
evel findings that they could follow-up on for more details if they were interested. It is worth
oting that some biomedical papers do structure abstracts with high level summaries of all sections
rst or include article highlights at the beginning of the paper, which could help non-expert readers
s well as scientists reading these papers. 

Difficulty finding answers . Participants in our study had specific information they tried to find
n the paper, but struggled to do so (T2, 4, 6, 9–10, 12). In contrast to the previous barrier where
articipants struggled to know what to read in a paper, sometimes participants knew what they
anted to read, but couldn’t find this in the paper. The two most common examples of this
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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arrier were searching for patient demographics and previous treatment options. T2 tried to find
nformation on specific demographic groups in the study to see if they matched their scenario.
hey had to read through the entire article to find a table with patient demographics and a sin-
le sentence within the discussion section making reference to the patient group most relevant
o them. Abstracts also did not report study demographics or current best practices for treating
n illness. Introductions would often include this information, but it was hidden in background
aragraphs or quickly mentioned before moving on to the novel results. Participants, therefore,
ad to sift through headers and paper sections while trying to determine if each sentence was
elevant. 

Difficulty relating findings to personal circumstances . Some participants sought a sense of whether
he findings of the paper were relevant to them personally (T2, 5, 8–9, 11). T2 and 8 wanted a
etter sense of how a treatment would affect them, such as by providing patient testimonials for
reatments in the paper or results for slices of patients based on demographics. For example, T2
ead a paper that reported a 60% reduction in pain after a surgery, but they wanted to know whether
atients regretted the surgery or would recommend it. They also wanted results for a slice of
atients most similar to their hypothetical scenario, a 20 year-old male smoker, but the paper
nly presented averages across all patients. T5 found it helpful when an article made reference
o the monetary cost of different treatments as a way of referencing patient experiences, though
nformation of this sort appeared in only one paper. While this personally relevant information
ypically does not appear in research papers, participants wished for this information nonetheless.
In summary, non-expert readers encounter a number of barriers getting oriented to and under-

tanding biomedical research papers. Below, we discuss how novel reading interfaces might help
on-expert readers overcome some of these barriers. 

 PAPER PLAIN : READING SUPPORT FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH PAPERS 

e designed Paper Plain to make medical papers approachable to non-expert healthcare con-
umers. Unlike other systems in the augmented reading space for research papers, Paper Plain
ocuses on addressing the barriers of non-expert readers. To that end, Paper Plain integrates
nown features like term definitions with novel features like key questions and answer gists. 
Our design addresses four of the five barriers discussed in Section 3 : unfamiliar terminology,

verwhelmingly dense text, not knowing what to read, and difficulty finding answers. These were
he most common barriers we observed in our formative research. 
We followed an iterative design process to develop Paper Plain . Eight participants used two

arly prototypes of Paper Plain in preliminary usability evaluations. In our preliminary studies,
e observed participants double checking generated plain language (the gists) with the original
ext. When asked their reasons for doing so, participants mentioned generated text being vague
r wanting to confirm information with the original paper. NLP systems are imperfect (e.g., by
enerating inconsistent information [ 75 ]) and these observations highlighted the risk of relying
olely on generated content. Because of this, in Paper Plain ’s design all gists were placed as close
o the original text as possible without overlapping, and gist content was provided on-demand,
ather than initially displayed along with the paper, to encourage readers to focus on the paper
nd only pull from the gists for supplemental information. We discuss future designs to encourage
eading original text in Section 8.2 . The iterative design is described in more detail in Appendix B .
Paper Plain provides four main features: 

(1) Term definitions – Tooltips contain definitions of biomedical terminology. 
(2) Section gists – In-situ plain language summaries of sections’ contents. 
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 2. Biomedical terms with definitions are underlined (“armamentarium”, “immunomodulatory”). Click- 
ing the term opens a tooltip with a definition and a reference where the definition was sourced from. 
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(3) Key question index – A sidebar listing likely questions a reader might have, with links
into passages of the paper that answer them. 

(4) Answer gists – Plain language summaries of the answering passages. 

To illustrate the features of Paper Plain , we describe how a fictional reader, Sarah, leverages
aper Plain to learn about new treatment options from a research paper. 
Sarah is a 25 year old woman (pronouns: she/her) who was recently diagnosed with Systemic
upus Erythematosus (SLE, also called Lupus). When Sarah discusses treatment options with her
octor, she wonders if there are treatments the doctor does not mention that might benefit Sarah.
n the evening after work, she looks for research papers to learn about emerging treatments. Sarah
nds a research paper about possible new treatment options, titled: “Therapeutic peptides for the
reatment of systemic lupus erythematosus: a place in therapy.” [ 101 ] 
After reading the title, Sarah wonders – what is the paper about? What are therapeutic peptides?
re they a possible new treatment for SLE? – and begins reading. 

Term definitions help Sarah resolve technical terminology . Paper Plain provides definitions for
nfamiliar terms in the context of the paper so Sarah can integrate new concepts into her reading.
hile reading the introduction, Sarah reads a passage full of technical terminology (Figure 2 ). She
oes not know what “therapeutic armamentarium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . for SLE” means, preventing her from under-

tanding what has been “poorly impacted.” Rather than open a new tab to search, Sarah clicks on
he underlined term and a tooltip appears with a short definition retrieved from Wiktionary [ 6 ]
xplaining that “armamentarium” is a certain kind of medical equipment. Sarah continues reading,
sing the tooltips to resolve unfamiliar terms. 

The section gists help Sarah decide whether to invest in reading dense passages . Equipped with
erm definitions, Sarah manages to learn from the introduction that peptides are indeed possible
reatments for SLE and wants to learn more. This particular paper reviews 15 different peptides,
ach with a dedicated section averaging one page in length; each section includes a description
f how the peptide works and its clinical trial results. Sarah is motivated to get a high-level sense
f each available peptide, but it will require reading 15 pages of dense text. From the introduc-
ion, Sarah had gathered that not every peptide has been equally effective as treatment, and each
ight be used in different circumstances, so she would prefer to only read in depth about the most
romising peptides relevant to her mild case of SLE. 
Paper Plain helps Sarah determine what sections are worth reading by providing in-situ plain

anguage summaries, or “section gists.” Sarah clicks on a tab indicator next to the section title,
nd a gist appears above the section text (Figure 3 ). The gist contains simple language: rather than
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 3. A section gist for an example passage with dense text. Clicking on a tab indicator next to a section 
title displays a plain language summary of the section. 
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entences like “SLE patients and animal models are characterized by the production of autoanti-
odies reacting against epitopes of the spliceosome,” the summary explains that “People with SLE
ave antibodies that attack parts of their own bodies.” As she reads the rest of the paper, Sarah
efers to the section gists to develop a surface-level understanding of the peptide sections. 

The key question index and answer gists help Sarah focus on the most important questions and
elevant passages . Sarah gets to the end of the paper using the section gists to read only some
ections in depth, but is worried she might have missed important information in the paper because
he didn’t know to look for it. Sarah got a general sense of each section using the section gists but
s curious if there is information that the general summaries might not have surfaced, especially in
arger sections containing lots of relevant information, such as the Discussion or Introduction. In
ddition, for future papers Sarah would like a quick way of gathering the most relevant information
or her first, without needing to scan the entire paper. 
As an alternative to assessing relevance with section gists, Paper Plain provides Sarah with key
uestions linked to answering passages in the paper along with plain language answers to point
arah to important information. Sarah looks to Paper Plain ’s sidebar and sees questions about
he paper that cover key information, such as “What did the paper do?” and “What did the paper
nd?” Each question is accompanied by a one-to-two sentence plain language answer preview
nd hyperlinks to one or more paragraphs in the paper. Sarah sees that the question “What did the
aper find?” hyperlinks to passages within the Discussion (see (1) Figure 4 ). She clicks on the first
ink. Paper Plain scrolls through the pages and settles on a highlighted paragraph in the Discus-
ion summarizing the most promising therapeutics peptides (see (2) Figure 4 ). Unfortunately, the
nswering passage looks dense. Sarah notices a tooltip below the answering passage containing a
lain language summary (an “answer gist”). This answer gist is a quarter the length of the original
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 4. The key question index guides readers to answering passages and their answer gists. When one of 
the questions is clicked (1), the interface will scroll (2) to the first answering passage and display a tooltip 
containing the answer gist. In (3), we show the simplified answer gist alongside the original paper. 
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aragraph and contains none of the unfamiliar terms (see (3) Figure 4 ). While the answer gist by
tself might not contain all the information Sarah wants, she can read the original paragraph along
ith the answer gist, comparing the complex wording with plain language and get a general un-
erstanding of the paragraph without being overwhelmed by technical terminology. Similar to the
ection gists, Sarah can then dive into the original passage with this understanding to get more de-
ails. Sarah clicks through the rest of the links for the same question, which scrolls her to individual
aragraphs in the discussion that cover the most important findings and interpretations. 
The key questions remind Sarah of questions she might want to ask about a paper. Because the
umber of questions is small, most can be viewed without having to scroll (see (1) in Figure 4 ).
arah sees and clicks on one question she hadn’t thought to look for in the paper: “What are the
imitations of the findings?” Paper Plain scrolls her to a paragraph in the Conclusion saying that
ot only are therapeutic peptides currently not licensed for clinical use for SLE (which Sarah had
lready read), but also that many of the current clinical trials have mixed efficacy results and that
uture clinical trials might show more promise with different study designs (which Sarah had not
lready read). Sarah has confirmed and deepened her understanding of the paper’s limitations. 
Sarah has spent only a few minutes to learn the most important information about the paper for
er: these are not treatments she could ask her doctor to prescribe her, but there might be some
romising clinical trials Sarah could look into. 

 IMPLEMENTATION 

aper Plain (Figure 5 ) provides an augmented reading experience by applying NLP techniques
or biomedical question answering and plain language summarization. Below we discuss how we
ncorporated such techniques into our prototype of Paper Plain . In Section 8.3 , we describe how
uch techniques will need to be further developed to responsibly deploy tools like Paper Plain . 

.1 Term Definitions 

aper Plain uses named entity recognition ( NER ) models to identify medical terms and entity
inking ( EL ) models to resolve those terms against external knowledge bases containing term
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 5. Paper Plain uses machine learning models to look up term definitions, and to generate section gists 
and answer gists, for an interactive PDF reading experience. 
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efinitions. In our implementation, we use scispaCy ’s [ 82 ] NER module to identify terms. We then
ink those terms to the Unified Medical Language System ( UMLS ) [ 16 ] using scispaCy ’s EL
odule, and to Wiktionary [ 6 ] using string matching heuristics. For terms linked to both databases,
e prioritize the definition from Wiktionary. The extraction and matching process leads to many
erms for which a reader would likely not wish to see definitions because they are so well known
utside of the medical literature (e.g., terms like “expert” or “negative”). We filter out such terms
y excluding them if they are sufficiently common in general text corpora. For both Wiktionary
nd UMLS, we preserve the bottom 20% of terms based on word frequency. We use the python
ackage wordfeq to identify term frequency based on the Exquisite Corpus [ 98 ]. We also remove all
erms consisting of 30 or more characters because terms over 30 characters were usually ill-formed
e.g., containing a citation string or the beginning of the next sentence). We filter all Wiktionary
efinitions to those with at least one of the following tags: “medicine”, “organism”, “pathology”,
biochemistry”, “autoantigen”, “genetics”, “cytology”, “physics”, “chemistry”, “organic chemistry”,
immunology”, “pharmacology”, “anatomy”, or “neuroanatomy.”

.2 Section Gists 

aper Plain generates section gists for the lowest-level subsections in a paper using large lan-
uage models ( LLMs ). In our implementation, we concatenate the first sentence of every para-
raph in a section and generate a plain language summary of it using GPT-3 [ 24 ]. 2 GPT-3 is a
retrained large language model released by OpenAI that has obtained state-of-the-art results on
any language tasks using different prompts for a generation [ 24 ] and is increasingly used for
any text generation tasks. Sentences were extracted manually for our prototype system, but
ould be automatically extracted using automated PDF parsing software [ 69 , 96 ]. Using the lead-
ng sentence of each paragraph is a common competitive baseline for summarization [ 40 ]; we opt
or this strategy rather than inputting the full section text because during our tests GPT-3 was
rone to copying the text verbatim when given the full section. We engage in prompt engineering,
 common practice for achieving fluent text for large generative models [ 68 ], to encourage fluent
nd specific plain language summaries. We use a GPT-3 prompt adapted from a preset example
hat OpenAI provides for simplifying and summarizing text for a second-grade student, 3 and we
odify it to tailor texts for a fifth-grade student. We also tested later grades, up to college, but
ound that the generated text using the fifth-grade level prompt used plain language of the level
 The best available model at the time was text-davinci-002 , which we queried between Aug.–Sept. 2021. 
 https://beta.openai.com/examples/default-summarize . 
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e desired while still providing major details about the section. More details about the GPT-3
rompt appear in Appendix C . 
Because of the risk of hallucinations (i.e., factual inaccuracies) in generated text, for our studies
e curated gists. If the gist contained clear hallucinations (e.g., if it incorrectly referred to a peptide
s a surgical procedure), or contained nonsense text (e.g., repeated the same word over and over),
e would regenerate up to five times without modifying the prompt or parameters. If a generated
ist was coherent and factually accurate before five tries, we used that gist. Typically, it only took
–2 generations to arrive at a valid gist; more details can be found in Appendix C . We discuss the
isk of hallucinations and a vision of responsible technology development in Section 8.3 . 

.3 Key Question Index and Answer Gists 

aper Plain requires the following: a predefined set of questions to form the key question index,
 question answering ( QA ) model to extract relevant passages from the paper for each ques-
ion, and an LLM to simplify the answer. In our implementation, we use questions sourced from
he PICO framework [ 90 ] for clinical questions and Cochrane’s guide on writing plain language
ummaries [ 3 ]. Both sources focus on information in medical papers that are relevant to patients
nd caregivers. We curate 8 questions from the two sources; these are listed in Table 5 in the ap-
endix. For each question, we extract relevant passages from the paper using Yoon et al. [ 112 ]’s
xtractive QA system trained to answer questions using biomedical research papers. We follow
rior work on making QA models more robust by including semantically-equivalent variations of
uestions [ 43 ] (e.g., what did this paper find, what are the main results of this paper?). This QA
odel extracts single words or phrases that answer a question rather than full passages. If the
odel identifies words or phrases in a passage as answering a given question, we mark that pas-
age as an “answering passage.” For our prototype system, we manually mark sentence boundaries
f answering passages; such a step could be automated with tools such as [ 96 ]. Finally, we create
nswer gists by simplifying the extracted passages using GPT-3 [ 24 ] with the same prompt and
uration we use for simplifying section gists. The sidebar shows the first 1–2 sentences of the first
nswer gist for each question. 

 USABILITY STUDY 

e ran a partial within-subjects usability study to assess how Paper Plain ’s features affected
on-experts’ experience reading medical papers. 
We were interested in the following research questions: 

(1) RQ1 -How do participants use Paper Plain ’s features while reading a medical paper? 
(2) RQ2 -How does Paper Plain affect participants’ self-reported reading difficulty, under-

standing, and ability to identify relevant information? 
(3) RQ3 -Is there a difference in paper comprehension when using Paper Plain ? 

.1 Method 

6.1.1 Participants. We recruited participants from Upwork using the same recruiting materials
s Section 3.2 . We again recruited from both the “Editing and Proofreading” job category and
Customer Research” to attract a broad sample of workers with varied degrees of reading and
riting experience. All participants were paid US$15 for the hour-long, remote study. 
A total of 24 Upworkers (9 male, 1 non-binary, and 14 female) participated in the study. Partici-
ants’ age ranged from 19 to 67 ( μ = 35 . 04 , σ = 13 . 47 ). All participants had completed college, and
 third had completed professional or graduate school. 19 participants (79%) had taken 3 or fewer
TEM course since high school and 22 (92%) had never been involved in publishing a research
aper. No participants had professional medical experience. 
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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6.1.2 Procedure. The usability study consisted of two parts, each corresponding to a scenario
nvolving a patient with a particular diagnosis—systemic lupus erythematosus ( SLE ) or a her-
iated disc—who was interested in exploring new treatments. The scenarios for each paper were
rawn from Section 3.3 . For each scenario, we selected a single paper to read ([ 101 ] for SLE and [ 10 ]
or a herniated disc) from the most common papers from our reading observations in Section 3 . 
Each participant underwent the following study procedure once for each scenario. First, partic-

pants read a description of the scenario, then a MedlinePlus page about the diagnosis, then the
ssociated research paper. Participants read the scenario description and had 2 minutes to read
he MedlinePlus page on the diagnosis. They went through a short tutorial on the features of Pa-
er Plain available to them (described in Section 6.1.4 ) and then read the paper for 10 minutes.
hey were told when they had 5 minutes remaining and when they had 1 minute remaining. Af-
er each paper, participants filled out questions about the paper (Section 6.1.3 ). The duration of
he reading task was set to 10 minutes following our observations from the formative study (Sec-
ion 3 ) and pilot studies that this was the typical amount of time participants spent completing
n initial read of a paper. At the conclusion of the study, participants completed a questionnaire
here they reported their demographics, education, and research experience. Then, participants
eported their experience using Paper Plain , identifying what features they found most helpful,
n a questionnaire and brief interview. A researcher was present for the entire study. 

6.1.3 Measures. We collected measures to assess feature usage ( RQ1 ), self-reported reading
xperience ( RQ2 ), and comprehension ( RQ3 ), as described below: 

Feature usage . To measure how participants used Paper Plain ’s features ( RQ1 ) we logged all
elemetry data on interactions with Paper Plain . We measured the frequency of usage of each
eature, as well as the number of participants who used or spoke about a feature. 

Self-reported reading experience . We collected self-report data to understand how participants
elt about the support Paper Plain provided. Participants answered the following questions after
ach reading task on a 5-point Likert-style scale (1 = “Not at all,” 5 = “Very”): 

(1) “How hard did you have to work to read the paper?”
(2) “How much do you feel like you understood the paper?”
(3) “How confident are you that you got all the relevant information from the paper?”

Comprehension . We developed multiple choice questions to assess how different interfaces af-
ected participants’ understanding of specific details of the paper ( RQ3 ). The questions were in-
ended to assess understanding of the paper content without biasing in favor of Paper Plain ;
herefore, questions were selected that could not be answered directly from the answer gists or
ey question sidebar. Table 2 shows example comprehension questions and passages of the paper
hat contained answers to those questions. 
We wrote 15–20 questions for each paper and asked two practicing physicians not involved

n the study to provide feedback on the questions. The clinicians read the papers without Paper
lain , gave feedback on all questions, and selected 5–7 they thought were of the most interest
o patients. We revised the wording on any questions or answers that were unclear following
linician feedback and two pilot studies. Ultimately, we selected 14 multiple choice questions, 7
or each paper. We measured comprehension as the proportion of questions answered correctly. 

6.1.4 Interface Variants. To understand the impact of Paper Plain ’s novel guidance-offering
eatures on readers’ experience engaging with medical papers, we evaluated variants of Paper
lain with and without these features. There were three versions of Paper Plain and one baseline:
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Table 2. Examples of Multiple Choice Questions and Answers from the Usability Study 

Question Correct Answer Relevant Passage in Paper 

What is 
hydroxychloroquine? 

It is a treatment 
commonly used for 
people with mild to 
severe SLE 

SLE patients with a mild involvement 
can be easily managed with a low 

dose of oral steroids (to be 
discontinued as soon as possible), 
hydroxychloroquine, and 
symptomatic drugs. 

What would one of the 
eventual uses of 
therapeutic peptides be 
for SLE? 

They could be used to 
reduce symptoms of 
SLE by targeting a 
specific organ, such as 
the kidneys 

[from multiple passages] The potential 
use of therapeutic peptides in SLE is 
justified by their cost-effective 
production, target selectivity, low rate 
of adverse events, and an overall 
immunomodulatory effect . . . 
Moreover, they could temporarily be 
utilized to manage SLE flares. 

What is the biggest 
limitation for 
developing therapeutic 
peptides? 

There isn’t enough 
evidence yet that 
peptides are effective at 
treating SLE 

Although no therapeutic peptide has 
been licensed for SLE 

treatment . . . they show a good safety 
profile but have mostly failed to 
achieve the primary endpoints despite 
positive results observed in some 
subsets of SLE patients. 
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(1) Paper Plain – The full interface with the key question index and answer gists, section
gists, and term definitions. 

(2) Questions and Answers – The guidance-focused variant with only the key question index
and answer gists. 

(3) Sections and Terms – The variant without guidance, providing readers with the section
gists and term definitions. 

(4) PDF baseline – A typical PDF reader. 

Conditions . With four interface variants and two papers, our study tested eight conditions, each
onsisting of one interface-paper pair. Each participant was assigned two conditions, i.e., two of
he possible eight interface–paper combinations. No participant experienced the same interface or
aw the same paper twice. Each interface–paper configuration occurred the same number of times
s the first or second task in the study. All eight configurations were assigned the same number of
articipants across all study sessions. 

6.1.5 Analysis. We compared readers’ subjective ratings (for reading difficulty, understanding,
nd relevance) and a number of correct answers to the multiple choice questions across the in-
erface variants ( Paper Plain , Questions and Answers, Sections and Terms, PDF baseline) using
 separate mixed-effects linear model [ 67 ] for each measurement. Paper type and system variant
ere fixed effects in the model and participant was a random effect. We first conducted F -tests
or any significant difference across the system variants, and then we conducted t-tests for dif-
erences in the estimated fixed-effects between all pairs of system variants. More details are in
ppendix D . 
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We note that usability studies with reading interfaces often fail to reveal significant differences
n how readers answer comprehension questions with and without experimental interfaces (see,
or instance, recent studies by Head et al. [ 47 ] and Badam et al. [ 9 ]). A lack of significant difference
an be attributed to several reasons: there could be similar comprehension across conditions, or the
nstrument might not measure comprehension, or there may have been too little data to observe an
ffect amidst high variance. Understanding the nature of an insignificant difference is important,
articularly if the interface could have degraded comprehension. In our context, plain language
an overly-simplify scientific findings, and might risk leading readers to misunderstanding the
aterial [ 93 , 100 ]. In this case, a decrease in comprehension would be undesirable. 
Therefore, we also conducted a non-inferiority test [ 107 ] to confirm that Paper Plain did not
etract from paper comprehension. Non-inferiority tests evaluate that the experimental condition
s no worse than the control (i.e., the null hypothesis is that an experimental condition is signif-
cantly worse than the control). They have been used in psychotherapy research to assess, for
xample, the effect of remote versus in-person interventions [ 63 , 70 , 106 ]. Non-inferiority tests are
onducted similarly to traditional hypothesis testing, but the test evaluates if the difference be-
ween an experimental and control condition is significantly larger than an equivalence margin δ .
In our study, we set δ = 1 , such that our non-inferiority test measured if the difference in

he number of correct answers to multiple choice questions between Paper Plain and a typi-
al PDF reader was within 1 correctly answered question. We use the lower bound t-test of the
tatsmodels TTOST package in Python [ 94 ] for the non-inferiority test. 
For qualitative findings, one author conducted a thematic analysis on the observations of the

tudy sessions similar to the one in Section 3 . The author discussed findings with four other authors
o refine the themes. Themes were identified via open coding and discussed in three weekly meet-
ngs with all authors. One author coded all interviews, while another author verified the themes
n one of the interviews. 

 RESULTS 

elow we report our findings from the usability study broken down by research question. 

.1 How did Participants use Paper Plain ’s Features? 

articipants typically interacted with all the features of Paper Plain available to them. When
articipants had access to only the key question index and answer gists (Questions and Answers),
hey clicked on at least one key question and opened an answer gist. Usually, they clicked on many
ore: on average participants with this variant clicked on 15 key questions and answer gists. 11
ut of 12 participants in the “Sections and Terms” variant clicked on at least one section gist and
erm definition. On average, they clicked on 18 section gists and 5 term definitions. 
When participants had access to all features they often opted for the key question index and

nswer gists. Rather than the section gists and term definitions, participants with access to the key
uestions and answer gists clicked an average of 13 times for key questions and 14 for answer gists.
n contrast, only 8 out of 12 participants clicked on a section gist or term definition. Participants
hat did engage with these latter features also used them much less, clicking on average only 7
ection gists and 4 term definitions. Figure 6 plots the usage of each feature for Paper Plain and
llustrates this tendency for the key question index when all features were present. 
Participants often consulted the same questions in the question index and the same answer gists
ultiple times. While the key question index listed only 8 questions in each condition, on average
articipants clicked on questions more than 10 times ( σ = 7 . 48 ) when the index was available. One
eason participants may have clicked on questions repeatedly is that participants reported using
he index as navigational support to jump to information. 
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 6. Usage of features across interface variants. Each pair of side-by-side boxplots considers the usage of 
a single feature (e.g., key question index, section gists, term definitions). Each point represents the number 
of times a feature was used by an individual reader. Colors represent interface variants. Overall, when a 
feature was available to a reader, it was used several times by that reader. Usage of section gists and term 

definitions was much higher when they were the only features available; they were used much less when 
the key question index was also available. 

Fig. 7. Minute-by-minute usage of Paper Plain ’s features during the ten-minute paper-reading task. Each 
bar corresponds to the number of participants who used a feature in each minute of the reading task. All 
features were used throughout the whole reading task, and not just at the beginning or end. The key question 
index and answer gists saw consistent usage by a large proportion of participants. Usage is shown only for 
the condition where all features were available (N = 12). 
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Participants used Paper Plain ’s features throughout the entire reading task, implying that the
eatures continued to provide value well into the reading task. See Figure 7 , which shows the
inute-by-minute usage of the features over the course of reading task for readers in the Paper
lain condition. Readers in other conditions (e.g., those who only had access to the key question
ndex and answer gists) exhibited similar behavior, with higher usage of section gists and term
efinitions when only those features were enabled (see Figure 6 ). Notably, while there is a slight
warm-up” period for each feature—usually in the first two minutes—where participants used the
eatures less, usage increased after this initial phase, and led to sustained interaction with the
eatures for the remainder of the task time. 
We observed differences in reading behavior when participants had Paper Plain ’s features com-
ared to when they did not. Most participants with the baseline PDF reader read papers linearly
nd, similar to what we observed in Section 3 , spent substantial time in dense sections with limited
mportant information (P2, 5, 6, 10, and 22). For example, P22 did not get to the end of one of the
apers because they were focused heavily on understanding the methodology and background
ections. When told they had a minute left, all but one of these participants (P2, 5, 10, and 22)
uickly scrolled to the end of the paper to read the sections there, suggesting that they viewed
hese sections as more important but did not have adequate time to read them. 
All participants with Paper Plain reached the end of the paper; Paper Plain ’s features sup-
orted participants in doing so in different ways. Participants reported that the section gists and
erm definitions helped them read through dense text (P1, 3–5, 7, 15, 18), while the key question
ndex and answer gists allowed them to quickly navigate the paper (P2, 4, 7–10, 13, 18–20). 
Participants with the section gists and term definitions reported that they were able to easily
ake sense of dense passages (P1, 3–5, 7, 15, 18). As P18 explained, “It [the section gists] broke
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 8. Scrolling behavior with and without the key question index. Each plot shows the participant’s scroll 
position in the paper over time, with the top of the plot corresponding to the beginning of the paper. Plots 
for the same participant are grouped side-by-side (e.g., the two left-most plots in the top row correspond to 
participant P1). Grey shaded regions correspond to the introduction, discussion, and conclusion sections of 
the two papers. Participants with the key question index jumped frequently from one part of the paper to the 
next; those without often read the paper linearly from start to end. Participants with the key question index 
spent more time in the introduction, discussion, and conclusion sections of the papers than those without. 
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own very complicated medical text into easily understandable terms that helped me to keep up
ith the article and not skip over the wall of text.” Participants also used the section gists to
ecide whether or not they wanted to read a section and, when they decided to read, as a guide
or understanding the complex text (P5, 7). This usage aligns with our goal for the section gists. 
Participants used the key question index to seek text that was relevant to them by jumping

ight to that information (P2, 4, 7–10, 13, 18–20). P10, for example, read through the abstract and
ntroduction of a paper, then opted for using the key questions to jump through different sections
f the paper. The key question index seemed to support a nonlinear reading strategy. Participants
ith the index (in any condition) jumped back and forth in a paper (Figure 7 ). Participants without
he key question index often read papers top to bottom, once through (Figure 8 ). 
The key question index influenced reading behavior in several observable ways. First, read-

rs who had access to the key question index dwelled significantly longer on the sections that
hey encountered while reading. When readers had access to the key question index, their dwell
ime in any one position in the paper lasted an average of 5.19 seconds ( σ = 7 . 72 ), compared to
.34 seconds ( σ = 10 . 99 ) for those without the key question index (paired samples t-test, t 19 = 4 . 14 ,
 < 0 . 001 ). 
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Fig. 9. Self-reported difficulty, confidence, and understanding of papers by interface. Participants reported 
that it was less difficult, that they felt they better understood the paper, and that they felt more confident 
they found all of the relevant information, while using Paper Plain with all features. 
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Second, participants with the key question index tended to read papers piecemeal and non-
inearly, in contrast to the linear reading behavior of those without the feature. See Figure 8 , where
t can be observed that readers with the key question index jumped from one section of a paper
o another often in a reading session. Participants jumped on average over 10 times per session,
ased on the number of times they used the key question index, and usually within a few minutes
f starting the reading task, shown by the number of readers who used the key question index
ithin the first 2 minutes of the study in Figure 7 . 
Third, readers with the key question index tended to fixate on the beginning and end of the
aper, rather than the middle matter. These areas often contained the introduction and discussion
ections. Participants in our formative studies often felt that these sections contained the most
mportant high-level takeaways. In contrast, readers without the key question index tended to
istribute their attention more uniformly across a paper, spending considerable time on the middle
atter of a paper. When readers had access to the key question index, their average total time spent
n pages containing either the abstract, introduction, discussion, or conclusion was 9 minutes and
.86 seconds (out of a total of 10 minutes of reading) ( σ = 3 minutes and 44.60 seconds), compared
o 6 minutes and 48.99 seconds ( σ = 3 minutes and 6.44 seconds) for those without the key question
ndex. This difference was significant (paired samples t-test, t 19 = 4 . 84 , p < 0 . 05 ). While we cannot
ay that there was no information of interest in the middle sections, the reading patterns suggest
hat the presence of the key question index led to a more selective reading concentrating on many
ections that contain important information for non-expert readers. 

.2 How Does Paper Plain Affect Participants’ Self-reported Reading Difficulty, 
Understanding, and Ability to Identify Relevant Information? 

igure 9 shows an overview of participants’ self-reported scores for reading difficulty, understand-
ng, and relevance for all papers and interface variants. Our mixed-effects model F -test found a
ignificant difference in scores across conditions ( p < 0 . 001 for all three measurements following
olm–Bonferroni [ 49 ] correction). Fixed-effect coefficients appear in Appendix D . Here we dis-
uss our interpretation of results in this section. We report medians (denoted ˜ x ) for each subjective
ating given the non-normal nature of Likert scale data. 
The key differences were as follows (see Table 3 for all differences and significance values be-

ween pairs of interface variants). Participants with Paper Plain were significantly more confident
hat they found all relevant information from the papers ( ̃  x = 4 . 00 , σ = 0 . 87 , with 5.00 correspond-
ng to maximum confidence) compared to the basic PDF reader ( ̃  x = 2 . 50 , σ = 1 . 00 ). They also
eported they better understood the papers ( ̃  x = 3 . 50 , σ = 0 . 69 vs. ˜ x = 2 . 00 , σ = 1 . 00 ), and that
eading was significantly less difficult ( ̃  x = 2 . 00 , σ = 1 . 06 vs. ˜ x = 4 . 00 , σ = 1 . 04 ). 
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Table 3. Post-hoc (Two-sided) Tests for Pairwise Differences in Fixed-effects 
Estimates Comparing Interfaces 

PP −QA p PP − SD p P P − P DF p
Reading Difficulty (1–5) –0.344 0.7481 –1.485 0.0011 –1.983 < .0001 

Understand (1–5) –0.104 0.9842 0.719 0.0866 1.177 0.0020 

Relevance (1–5) –0.193 0.9133 0.752 0.0772 1.167 0.0030 

QA − SD p QA − PDF p SD − PDF p
Reading Difficulty (1–5) –1.141 0.0132 –1.639 0.0003 –0.498 0.4786 

Understand (1–5) 0.823 0.0401 1.281 0.0008 0.457 0.4106 
Relevance (1–5) 0.946 0.0183 1.361 0.0006 0.415 0.5093 

Columns show differences in fixed-effects estimates between interface variants and Holm-Bonferroni-corrected p- 

values [ 49 ] under the mixed-effects model. Differences are shown for pairs of interfaces including Paper Plain 

( P P ), key question index and answer gists ( QA), section gists and term definitions ( SD), and a plain PDF reader 

baseline ( PDF ). For example, the cell within column “PP − PDF ” and row “Reading Difficulty” should be interpreted 

to indicate that Paper Plain is associated with 1.983 points lower reading difficulty on a 5-point scale versus a 

PDF baseline. Statistically significant p-values are bolded. Details about this analysis appear in this section and 

Appendix D . 
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Among the features, the key question index and answer gists appeared particularly useful in
educing self-reported difficulty. Readers who experienced only the key question index and answer
ists rated their reading difficulty significantly lower ( ̃  x = 3 . 00 , σ = 0 . 97 ) than participants with
he baseline PDF reader ( ̃  x = 4 . 00 , σ = 1 . 04 ), an effect that was not observed for participants who
nly had access to section gists and term definitions. Participants with the key question index
nd answer gists also reported higher confidence ( ̃  x = 4 . 00 , σ = 0 . 94 ) and greater understanding
 ̃  x = 4 . 00 , σ = 0 . 89 ) compared to the PDF baseline ( ̃  x = 2 . 50 , σ = 1 . 00 ˜ x = 2 . 00 , σ = 1 . 00 ). 
From our observations, it appeared that each of Paper Plain ’s features played some role in
aking reading feel less difficult. Section gists and term definitions, for instance, seemed to help
any participants seek assistive information without switching contexts (P2, 6, 7, 11, 16–17, 19).
19 found the term definitions useful to understand the medications the paper mentioned. P2
ound the section gists were helpful to understand the paper text in more familiar language. P17
escribed that the section gists broke “down complicated medical text into layman’s terms that are
asily understandable and helped to keep up with the flow of the article.”
The key question index and answer gists also appeared to help participants review papers more
uickly and easily (P2–3, 9–11, 20). In the words of P9, these features were useful because “with
o many sample sizes, numbers, and information to go through, it was helpful to get a summary
o direct my reading and understanding.” P20 also shared that the simplified answers helped them
nderstand the overall story of the paper quickly, so they had more time to delve into its details.
3 elaborated that these features were “beneficial because . . . I could have a baseline of what to
xpect and my mind would not have to pull in many random parts of information and could easily
lock what I did not need when I only needed a couple bits while I was reading.” In this way, for
any participants, it seemed that the key question index and answer gists helped them develop a
eneral understanding of a paper early on and focus their reading. 
The key question index seemed to be a favorite feature: 18 of 20 readers who experienced the
ey question index in at least one condition selected the index as the most helpful feature in the
nal study questionnaire. Participants appreciated how the question index helped them quickly
nd and understand relevant information in the paper (P2, 4, 7–10, 13, 18–20). In P7’s words,
he question index “answered questions that I would have had if it was me in the scenario . . . it
elped highlight directly to the passage instead of having to sift through all of the information.”
n summary, Paper Plain reduced self-reported difficulty, and increased self-reported confidence
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 10. The number of comprehension questions participants answered correctly, grouped by interface used. 

Fig. 11. For a subset of questions that were highlighted through interaction with the key question index, 
scores on multiple choice questions appeared to improve when readers had access to the key question index. 
This effect was more pronounced when participants only had access to the key question index and answer 
gists, suggesting that other features might have distracted from answering these multiple choice questions. 
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nd sense of understanding, versus a plain PDF reader baseline, with evidence supporting the
articular role of the key question index in readers’ experiences. 

.3 Is there a Difference in Comprehension when using Paper Plain ? 

cross all conditions, participants on average answered 3.73 ( σ = 1 . 51 ) of 7 multiple choice ques-
ions correctly. There was no significant effect of either interface or paper on multiple choice
cores under the mixed effects model F -test ( F 4 ,20 = 1 . 38 , p = 0 . 2672 ). According to a follow-up
on-inferiority t-test, participants scored no worse on the multiple choice questions with Paper
lain ( μ = 3 . 67 , σ = 1 . 78 ) compared to the PDF reader ( μ = 3 . 50 , σ = 1 . 31 , t 28 = 1 . 82 , p < 0 . 05 ).
igure 10 compares the scores on the multiple choice instrument, grouped by interface variant. 
Post-hoc analysis suggests that some multiple choice questions were answered correctly more
ften with the key question index than without. While it was not possible to find the correct
nswers to questions by consulting the key question sidebar alone (see Section 6.1.3 ), some ques-
ions were answerable by reading passages highlighted by clicking a question in the question in-
ex (e.g., the first and third questions in Table 2 ). Participants answered these questions correctly
ore often when they had the key question index than when they did not ( μ = 3 . 00 , σ = 1 . 48
s. μ = 2 . 50 , σ = 1 . 38 for 5 such questions in the Disc Herniation paper; μ = 2 . 17 , σ = 0 . 94 vs.
= 1 . 58 , σ = 0 . 67 for 3 such questions in the Lupus paper). This trend is shown in Figure 11 . This
rend is not statistically significant (paired samples t-test t 26 = 1 . 89 , p = . 07 ); however, it does sug-
est the possibility that features of Paper Plain may affect how readers understand different parts
f a paper depending on how they interact with the features. 

 DISCUSSION AND FU T URE WORK 

his article explores how interactive information interfaces can make research papers approach-
ble to healthcare consumers that need it. Below, we take stock of our findings, while discussing
hem amidst their limitations and potential to guide future reading tool development. 
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.1 Summary of Results 

ur formative research suggests that non-expert readers, although motivated, face obstacles to
eading medical literature, including overwhelmingly dense text, not knowing what to read, and
ifficulty finding answers to one’s questions. Our evaluation of Paper Plain provided the following
nswers to our research questions about its effect on reading: 
RQ1. How did participants use Paper Plain ’s features? Participants used, and found useful, each
f Paper Plain ’s features. These features were used throughout the reading task from beginning
o end. Participants used the section gists as aids for reading dense passages and used the key
uestion index to quickly find text that was relevant to them. The key question index and answer
ists were a clear favorite feature. When participants had access to all features, the key question
ndex and answer gists were used more often than the section gists and term definitions. 
RQ2. How does Paper Plain affect participants’ self-reported reading difficulty, understanding, and

bility to identify relevant information? Participants who used Paper Plain reported significantly
ower difficulty reading, higher understanding, and higher confidence they found all information
elevant to them, than those who used the baseline PDF reader. During the study sessions, par-
icipants found that their reading was facilitated by the key question index, which they believed
ffered an approachable overview to the paper, and with the term definitions and section gists,
hich helped them understand difficult passages of text. 
RQ3. Is there a difference in comprehension when using Paper Plain ? Accuracy answering mul-

iple choice questions was similar for those reading with Paper Plain and with the baseline PDF
eader—according to our tests, neither significantly superior or inferior. A (statistically insignif-
cant) trend was observed where participants with the key question index answered questions
orrectly more often if answers to those questions were highlighted through interaction with the
uestion index. 
We note a discrepancy between the significant increase in self-reported understanding, and the

bsence of difference in multiple choice accuracy. One potential reason for this discrepancy could
e that the two measures corresponded to different phenomena: the multiple choice questions
ended to assess very specific facts from the paper (e.g., one question for the literature study paper
as the inclusion criteria for candidate studies), and the subjective rating related more to one’s
ense of overall paper understanding. We offer the conservative interpretation that participants felt
hat Paper Plain helped them better understand papers as a whole, without noticeably improving
r degrading their ability to answer specific questions about the paper. 

.2 Design Implications 

ased on this research, we offer the following guidance for future designers of related systems: 
Introduce reading guidance . We believe interactive reading systems can provide more active sup-
ort for guiding non-expert readers. Experts already employ strategies to gather relevant informa-
ion in a paper without engaging in a deep read (e.g., skimming) [ 95 ]. In contrast, readers in our
ormative studies lacked strategies for reading papers, defaulting to an exhaustive linear reading.
his led readers to spend time on passages with little relevance or importance. 
Incorporating features like the key question index may be able to help non-expert readers who

ack fitting reading strategies. In our usability study, such an index helped readers jump to relevant
ections of the paper within the first few minutes of reading. This feature was also a favorite feature
f participants. We note that there is a risk of distraction: in our pilot studies of the tool, the index
istracted readers those who had their own approaches to reading papers; that said, our final design
ay have struck a good balance by making the index toggleable. 
Incorporate plain language into the original document . Gists were frequently used by non-expert

eaders in the usability study. Every participant who had access to plain language features
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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either answer or section gists), used them during the reading task. We propose that plain
anguage should be incorporated in a way that it serves to help understand the original document,
ather than replacing it. The reality of contemporary generative models is that they often produce
nconsistencies and inaccuracies [ 75 ]. Given the risk of misinforming readers, Paper Plain takes
he approach of attempting to help readers focus attention on the original paper text in several
ays: readers request gist content rather having it displayed by default, gists are shown directly
longside (but not occluding) paper content, and readers are made aware that gists are generated.

.3 Ethical and Social Implications 

hile it is clearly of benefit to help healthcare consumers become informed about their care,
ystems like Paper Plain could bring about undesired consequences. First, health information
an be dangerous if not understood well. A non-expert reader may be unaccustomed to important
orms in the scientific process, like how a single paper does not represent scientific consensus. As
uch, a reader could mistake findings or interpretations in a paper as truth, which could lead them
o making misinformed decisions about their care. While we note that readers are already taking
uch risks by turning to medical research papers [ 35 ], Paper Plain could lead to these risks being
xperienced for more readers, and more papers. 
Furthermore, because Paper Plain incorporates generated text, it faces all of the limitations

hat come with contemporary text generators. Most worrying to the healthcare context is the ten-
ency of text generators to hallucinate factually inconsistent or incorrect information [ 75 ]. On
he one hand, there is reason to have optimism that accuracy will get better with time: the field of
atural language generation is moving steadily towards more accountable output through measur-
ng and encouraging factuality (e.g., by setting logical constraints generations must satisfy [ 71 ]).
nd well-design human-in-the-loop systems might be capable of repairing generated output by
etting people to regenerate gists on command, report vague or hallucinated content, and leave
nnotations for future readers alerting them to possible hallucinations (e.g., using social annota-
ion tools like Hypothes.is [ 2 ]). Such feedback simultaneously could improve models for later use
hile encouraging readers to play a role in evaluating the information they are accessing. 
That said, as long as there is an inaccuracy, the risks of hallucination are serious. They could

ead a patient to make treatment decisions based on a misunderstanding, or, should a gist be overly
ptimistic about a treatment, lead to a loss of hope when one realizes the realities. In light of
hese risks, we suggest that for a system like Paper Plain to be deployed responsibly, it should
ugment existing sources for seeking reliable healthcare information, and clearly communicate its
imitations. Healthcare consumers access information from many sources, including consumer-
acing websites [ 102 , 113 ], online communities [ 52 ], and research papers [ 11 ]. Paper Plain should
ot replace these sources, but rather fit carefully in among them. 
Looking forward, we suggest that systems like Paper Plain should play a circumscribed role:

hey should help people find information to share with their clinician, provide a place where clin-
cians can direct patients to recent research, and support patient communities in developing pre-
iminary understandings about the landscape of contemporary research about their conditions. In
hese settings, a tool like Paper Plain would be one component of a healthcare consumer’s in-
ormation diet. And in any of these settings, it would be important that the tool provides ample
essaging conveying what content is generated, perhaps with indicators conveying likely factu-
lity (see [ 42 , 71 ]), while making clear that readers should discuss their findings with healthcare
roviders. 

.4 Limitations 

ur findings are limited in their generalizability in several regards. First, recruiting partici-
ants on Upwork might have skewed our findings about barriers and resulting design given that
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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articipants were not reading medical papers that were personally relevant to them. These par-
icipants may have paid less attention to particular details of the paper or experienced negative
ndings or unclear results differently. To mitigate this limitation, we designed the tasks in the
tudies to closely resemble those of healthcare consumers we had interviewed who had experi-
nce reading the literature; however, such task design can only go so far. 
The findings of the usability study are in part limited by the timed, abbreviated nature of the

eading task. Participants may have scored differently on multiple choice questions, had a different
ubjective experience, and used the interface differently, if more time was given. One indicator of
he influence of time on participants’ experience is that some participants reported that if they had
ore time, they would have read the paper through again or looked for more information. For some
articipants, the time limit was reported to make them more anxious and to affect their ability to
emember information. The time constraints could have increased participants’ dependence on the
ey question index and answer gists, given their economy in helping a reader attain an overview
f the paper, and reduced the usage of section gists given that participants may have relied on
hem more heavily if they were reading outside of the answer passages. This limitation should be
itigated with future studies that relax time constraints. 
An additional limitation is that the participants in our study were predominantly college-

ducated. Our findings may not represent the usability of Paper Plain for non-college-educated
eaders. We note that the population of college-educated adults seeking additional medical in-
ormation is significant in its own right, if unfortunately incomplete. It is important to develop
nd evaluate resources for those without a college education, who are often among those most
arginalized by the medical system and lack access to the medical literature. Future work should
ocus on the ways that barriers manifest in these groups and how to make tools like Paper Plain
aluable and accessible to those who are marginalized in the healthcare system. 

.5 Future Directions 

ur system and findings are suggestive of several interesting areas for future work. 
Intelligent reading interfaces . As AI technology improves, new interfaces integrating this tech-
ology can provide tremendous value to users. This article suggests one such kind of interface that
ncorporates techniques like biomedical question answering ( QA ) [ 112 ] and plain language sum-
arization [ 24 ]. Other NLP techniques like machine translation [ 56 ], toxic language detection [ 50 ,
2 ], and news story mapping [ 60 ] might similarly enable new kinds of reading interactions. 
Supporting paper comprehension . Our results suggest an effect of the interface on comprehension

hat is neither superior or inferior. What would it take to design reading interfaces that demon-
trably improve comprehension? One challenge in designing and evaluating interfaces with this
urpose is that simplifying scientific information risks over-inflating readers’ sense of understand-
ng and reduce their reliance on experts [ 93 ]. This risk needs to be kept in mind. Furthermore, one
ack that may prove useful is to focus on discouraging common misunderstandings for healthcare
onsumers reading medical literature (see [ 35 ]) by helping readers steer clear of predatory journals
ithout peer review and seeking findings corroborated by multiple papers. 
Addressing other barriers for healthcare consumers . Extensions of Paper Plain could help readers
ith the barrier from Section 3 that we have not yet addressed—namely, relating findings to a
eader’s personal circumstances. Participants in our formative studies expressed interest in patient
estimonials that related to treatments in the paper, and wanting to know how patients similar to
he reader responded to treatments. Future interfaces like Paper Plain could address this barrier.
Helping healthcare providers and patient advocates . Could an interface like Paper Plain benefit
ther stakeholders in medical research beyond patients and caregivers? Healthcare providers and
atient advocates read medical research papers to apply their findings to clinical practice [ 25 , 46 ,
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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8 ]. The needs and barriers faced by these groups differ from healthcare consumers, and would
ikely require distinct efforts to address. To give one example, providers may need to review a
reater volume of research papers, relating to a broader set of patients’ circumstances. Perhaps in-
erfaces like Paper Plain could be extended to support review of collections of papers, for instance
y extracting and summarizing answers for key questions across papers. 
Supporting non-expert readers in other domains . Medical research is one of many contexts where
on-expert readers read highly technical documents. Paper Plain ’s design can inspire efforts in
ddressing related barriers in these other contexts. Some aspects of these contexts merit new de-
ign efforts. For example, the questions that would appear in a key question index for a legal
ontract or privacy statement would be different than those for a medical paper. Other kinds of
ocuments, like software tutorials, may require reading in a particular order to be sensible, to the
xtent that a novel indexing feature may confuse readers. In such cases, a key question index would
eed to be aligned to the document’s original structure. We anticipate that in-situ section gists and
erm definitions could be similarly helpful for reading documents in many other domains, should
hey be appropriately tailored to the terminology familiar to the envisioned readers. 

 CONCLUSION 

n this article, we ask how interactive interfaces can make medical research papers approachable
o healthcare consumers that need it. Our key insight is that medical papers can be made more
pproachable by incorporating plain language summaries alongside original paper content and
roviding guidance on the most important passages to read. We design a novel interface, Paper
lain , to provide reading support with interactive features that make use of recent developments
n natural language processing. In a usability study of Paper Plain , participants who used Paper
lain report having less difficulty reading research papers compared to those who used a typical
DF reader. One feature that was particularly appreciated was the key question index, which sup-
orted question-based paper navigation. With further investment in design, AI, and careful consid-
ration around deployment, we see tools like Paper Plain as playing a role in helping healthcare
onsumers become more aware of advances relevant to them in the medical field. 

PPENDICES 

 INTERVIEWS WITH HEALTHCARE CONSUMERS AND PROVIDERS 

o validate the idea of helping readers understand medical research papers, we interviewed health-
are consumers and providers. We spoke with healthcare consumers with prior experience reading
edical research (4 total, referred to as C1–4), and healthcare providers who had discussed findings
rom papers with their patients (2 total, H1–2). Interviewees were recruited through our personal
nd professional networks and by referral from other interviewees. 
These interviews yielded a set of scenarios in which readers turn to the medical literature. These

cenarios motivated the design of our interface and are offered here to inspire future research to
elp readers engage with the medical literature. 
The participants read medical literature because they wanted more information than they could
ather from discussions with their doctor or by consulting conventional patient-facing resources
nline. This core motivation manifested in four cases: 

—Learning more about the diagnosis : Participants’ expressed a desire to know more in-
formation than what patient pamphlets or their short doctors’ appointments could give
them because they wanted to understand the diagnosis in greater depth (C1, C3). 

—Learning background-specific information Participants sought the medical literature
because their situation was somewhat unique compared to the common diagnosis (e.g.,
affecting a different part of their body or at a different age) (C1, C2). 
CM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 30, No. 5, Article 74. Publication date: September 2023. 
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—Becoming aware of emerging treatment options : Participants mentioned that having
chronic illnesses or those without cures (e.g., severe allergies) had encouraged them to seek
out new clinical trials and trial results as a way of finding new treatment options. (C1, C4)

—Comparing treatment options : Participants described trying to decide between different
treatments their doctor recommended or just wanting to know more about these treatments
(e.g., results from clinical trials or alternative treatments) (C1). 

These findings support prior work on motivations in consumer health information seeking [ 97 ]
nd illustrate the benefits of open-access medical literature [ 115 ] as an additional resource for
ealthcare consumers to find information important to them. A healthcare provider we spoke to
ave similar insights: their patients sought medical research papers as a source of information to
upplement in-person discussions with their physician (H1). 
Conversations with our participants suggested that paper reading presented issues such as un-

amiliar terminology, assessing relevance, and information overload. C1 and C3 mentioned that
any paper titles were already too complex, or they needed to learn a lot of new medical vocabu-

ary as they read. C4 described the emotional exhaustion of reading through multiple discouraging
esults. C2 mentioned how hard it was to assess if research was trustworthy or relevant to them.
ll participants mentioned only being able to engage with research papers for an hour or two
efore they were exhausted. To develop a deeper understanding of how these challenges manifest
uring reading, we designed a second formative study where we observed non-experts as they
ncountered these challenges when reading medical papers. 

 ITERATIVE DESIGN 

 total of eight participants (N1–8) used two early prototypes of Paper Plain in qualitative usabil-
ty evaluations. Participants were recruited from our institution, our professional networks, and
pwork. In these evaluations, participants were given a modified scenario from Section 3.3 and
ead a paper with the Paper Plain prototype. These evaluations lasted one hour each. 
Overall participants reported that using the Paper Plain prototypes helped them access impor-

ant information in a paper (N1–6, 8). Participants said that the features helped them focus their
ttention while reading (N4) and gave them a good overview of the paper (N1 and 3). Participants
ll expressed excitement for such a tool existing for their own health information seeking. The
sability evaluations also illustrated important design goals for effective interactive aids in this
eading context, which we integrated into the design of Paper Plain : 
Provide gists on-demand. Plain language is not just useful for helping readers understand the

ext; it can also help readers avoid reading an abundance of dense text. Providing plain language
hroughout a paper can help readers choose what not to read. N1 used a prototype with only plain
anguage answering passages (“answer gists”) and reported that having only answering passages
implified restricted their ability to explore the paper on their own. N3 wished for gists for scanning
ther sections of the paper that might not have an answering passage. 
Make guidance both discoverable and unobtrusive. Readers often don’t know where to look

or relevant information in research papers. Navigation that guides readers to relevant sections can
ave them time and effort, even if it reduces some of their autonomy. 
The key question index gave an accessible overview of a paper, but participants often did not
otice the sidebar toggle until they had spent considerable effort understanding the paper. For
xample, two participants (N1 and N3) missed the button to toggle the key question index sidebar,
nd only noticed it later in the session when it was pointed out by a researcher. After seeing the
ey question index, N1 mentioned that they wished they had seen it earlier since it would have
rovided a helpful high level understanding early on. 
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At the same time, the sidebar could be intrusive to some participants. One participant (N5)
eported that the sidebar was distracting and occluded other typical PDF reader features they
anted to access, such as section outlines. To balance the goal of providing an intuitive guide
ithout clashing with readers’ other reading strategies, Paper Plain ’s final key question index
idebar was opened on load but was toggleable to other sidebars and able to be closed. 
Supplement, rather than replace, the text . The text is critical; it is where readers will find
uanced details that would not be available in summaries or conventional healthcare consumer
aterials. Features should make the text more understandable, not replace it. In addition, NLP sys-
ems are imperfect, and a reader who relies solely on generated content can risk misunderstanding
he actual paper. N1 often double-checked gists with the original text and N4 hid the gists to read
he underlying text. We wanted to make sure that the system focused readers on the original text
nd provided generated text as a supplement, not a replacement. In the prototype the gists were
ometimes overlapping the original text, which made it hard for participants to read both. In the
nal design of Paper Plain , all gists were placed as close to the original text as possible without
verlapping. Furthermore, gist content was provided on-demand, rather than initially displayed
long with the paper, to encourage readers to focus on the paper and pull supplemental content
rom the gists only when necessary. 

 Paper Plain Implementation 

.1 GPT-3 Simplification 

e adapted our GPT-3 prompt and generation parameters (e.g., length of generation and tem-
erature) from one of the preset examples that OpenAI provides for summarizing text for a 2nd
rader. 4 We changed the prompt to summarize for a 5th grader rather than 2nd grader after ob-
erving that using 2nd grader caused the model output to be too general and vague. We also tested
ater grades, up to college, but found that the generated text using the 5th grader prompt was the
ost consistent. Our final prompt for GPT-3 was: 

My fifth grader asked me what this passage means: “““ [TEXT TO SIMPLIFY] ””” I 
rephrased it for him, in plain language a fifth grader can understand: 

We also updated generation parameters, specifically the length of generation and temperature
a parameter for controlling the randomness of generations). We set generation length to 100 char-
cters and temperature to a range of 0.25 to 0.5, depending on the generation. 

Gist curation . When implementing Paper Plain , we did not track the number of generation
ttempts to obtain a usable gist (other than that it be fewer than five). To assess the extent of gist
uration, we ran a post-hoc analysis in which we re-generated 15 section and answer gists. Most
13) gists took one generation attempt. The average number of attempts was 1.35, with a maximum
f 4. Examples of re-generations are included in Table 6 . 

 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

.1 Modeling Mixed-effects in Repeated Measures Studies 

or the analysis in Section 6.1.5 , we used the linear mixed-effects model ( LMM ). LMMs are
ommonly used to analyze data in which the same participant provides multiple, possibly cor-
elated, measurements, referred to as repeated measures [ 67 ]. LMMs are used as an analysis in
edicine [ 32 ], the behavioral sciences [ 34 ], and human-computer interaction [ 47 , 48 ]. 
 https://beta.openai.com/examples/default-summarize . 
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Table 4. Estimated Fixed-effect Coefficients for the LMM Described in 
Appendix D for Each Measurement 

β0 βSLE 1 βPDF 
2 βSD 

2 β
QA 

2 
Reading Difficulty (1–5) 2.0884 0.3750 1.9835 1.4851 0.3444 

Understand (1–5) 3.8231 –0.5000 –1.1769 –0.7194 0.1037 
Relevance (1–5) 3.9316 –0.5833 –1.1675 –0.7524 0.1934 
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For each of the quantitative measurements discussed in Section 6.1.3 ( y), we fit a LMM with
xed effects β for the Paper Plain paper ( x 1 ) and interface variant ( x 2 ) factors. 

5 We used the lme4
ackage in R [ 13 ] to fit the models. More precisely, we fit the following LMM: 

E[ y] = β0 + γj + β1 x 1 + β2 x 2 , (1)

where the random intercepts γj ∼ N (0 , σ 2 
γ ) capture individual variation of each participant j. 

We report all the estimated coefficients in Table 4 . Due to the categorical nature of our variables,
e interpret the coefficients in the following way: β0 is the mean score for Paper Plain while
eading the paper for herniated disc. βSLE 1 is the mean difference in score for the SLE paper, given

he same interface variant. Similarly, βPDF 
2 , βSD 

2 and β
QA 

2 are the mean differences in score for
he PDF baseline, section and terms ( SD ), and question and answer ( QA ) interface variants against
ull Paper Plain variant, given the same paper. For example, βPDF 

2 = 1 . 9835 for Reading Difficulty
eans that the PDF baseline is associated with a 1.9835 higher difficulty score than Paper Plain ,
hich is the same result we report in Table 3 . 

.2 F-Tests for Significant Effect of Interface 

e conducted F -tests for differences in fixed-effect estimates between each interface variant, re-
eated for each y using the lmerTest R package [ 59 ]. Using the Holm-Bonferroni [ 49 ] correc-
ion on the p-values with the p.adjust R package, we found significance for reading difficulty
( p < . 001 ), relevance ( p < . 001 ), and confidence (p < . 001 )—even while controlling for paper and
articipant-specific effects. That is to say, for these metrics, the F -test identified that the choice of
nterface ( Paper Plain , Questions and Answers, Sections and Terms, or PDF baseline) is a signifi-
ant factor. Note that the F -test does not identify which interfaces differ from one another on the
etric. 

.3 Tests for Pairwise Differences in Fixed-effects between Interfaces 

o quantify pairwise differences in fixed-effects between interface variants for the measures y
nder the LMM (and controlling for paper), we conducted a post-hoc analysis. We used two-sided
-tests for pairwise comparisons using the emmeans R package, yielding the results in Table 3 . 

.4 Ordinal Regression for Likert-scale Variables 

s reading difficulty, confidence, and understanding were measured on a Likert-style scale, a LMM
stimated means could be ill-suited for analysis, especially if these measures were not sufficiently
ormally distributed. We additionally performed likelihood ratio tests after fitting analogous cu-
ulative link mixed-effects models ( CLMM ) provided in the ordinal R package [ 31 ]. Like-

ihood ratio tests, which are similar to F -tests but more conservative, yielded similar p-values—
 We also fit the same LMM with an additional interaction term ( x 1 x 2 ) but the F -test for this term was not significant across 

he three measures ( p > 0 .67 , p > 0 .98 , p > 0 .98 ). As such, we proceeded with our analysis without the interaction term 

n our LMM. 
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eading difficulty ( p < . 001 ), confidence ( p < . 001 ), and understanding ( p < . 001 ) —and resulted in
he same conclusions as those when using the LMM. Because pairwise analyses were not avail-
ble through emmeans (or other libraries) for CLMMs, we opted to use the LMM model for these
easures to enable subsequent analysis for Table 3 . 
Table 5. Questions Appearing in the Key Question Index, in the Order They Appear in the Index 

Question Source Extracted Answer Simplified Answer 

What condition 
does this paper 
study? 

PICO “Systemic lupus erythematosus 
(SLE) is the prototypical 
auto-immune connective tissue 
disease . . . ”

“Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosus is a disease 
that affects about 5 million 
people in the world . . . ”

How is the 
condition usually 
treated? 

PICO “Following the diagnosis of SLE, 
patients are assessed for disease 
activity and organ involvement, 
both of which dictate the most 
appropriate therapy . . . ”

“After you get the 
diagnosis of lupus, the 
doctor will see how bad 
your lupus is and how 

much it affects your 
body . . . ”

What did the paper 
want to find out? 

Cochrane “The aim of this review is to 
report the evidence concerning 
the rationale, the efficacy, and 
the safety of therapeutic 
peptides . . . ”

“This is a review of the 
evidence and reasons why 
doctors are using peptides 
to treat lupus . . . ”

What did the paper 
do? 

Cochrane “The next paragraphs report and 
discuss the current evidence 
concerning unconjugated and 
conjugated therapeutic 
peptides . . . ”

“The next paragraphs tell 
us about some drugs that 
are being tested to see if 
they can help people with 
lupus . . . ”

What were the new 

treatment(s), if any 
this paper looked 
into? 

PICO “Therapeutic peptides include a 
class of pharmaceutical com- 
pounds consisting of amino acid 
chains of various length (usually 
less than 40 amino acids) . . . ”

“A peptide is a small 
molecule made up of 
amino acids, which are the 
building blocks of 
proteins . . . ”

What did the paper 
find? 

Cochrane “To date, no therapeutic peptide 
has been licensed and marketed 
for the use in SLE patients . . . ”

“A drug that targets a 
specific part of the 
immune system is being 
tested to see if it can help 
people with a disease 
called lupus . . . ”

Are the findings 
different depending 
on a person’s 
demographics? 

PICO “Being designed on the basis of 
epitopes that are pathogenic in 
SLE alone, peptides . . . ”

“These new drugs are 
designed to target the bad 
proteins that cause SLE . . . ”

What are the 
limitations of the 
findings? 

Cochrane “Nevertheless, despite the 
successful results observed in 
preclinical studies, RCTs showed 
a controversial efficacy 
profile . . . ”

“Even though the medicine 
worked well in the lab, it 
did not work as well in 
real life . . . ”
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Table 6. Examples of Generated Plain Language Summaries, Alongside our Designation of Whether 
they were Usable in Paper Plain or whether they Required Regeneration 

Original Passage Generated Gist Usable? 

On the basis of experiments on both 
animal and human cells, it has been shown 
that heavy chains (HC) of anti-dsDNA 

antibodies can behave as immunogenic 
epitopes and elicit a T cell response [64]. 
Noteworthy, using NZBxNZW F1 mice, 
Skaggs et al. eval- uated the effect of the 
oral administration of pConsensus on 
clinical manifestations and serum 

autoantibody titers [67]. 

It has been shown that the heavy 
chains of anti-dsDNA antibodies 
can elicit a T cell response. Skaggs 
et al. evaluated the effect of the 
oral administration of pConsensus 
on clinical manifestations and 
serum autoantibody titers. 

Yes, this is 
nearly a 
verbatim copy 
of the original 
passage. 

Forty-eight patients with CRP as a result of 
a single-level contained soft-disc 
herniation were randomized to one of the 
following 2 treatments: PCN or ACD. The 
primary outcome measure was arm pain 
intensity, measured with a Visual Analog 
Scale (VAS). Secondary outcomes were arm 

pain intensity during heavy effort, neck 
pain, global perceived effect, Neck 
Disability Index (NDI), and the patients’ 
general health (Short Form Generated 
Health Survey). All parameters were 
measured at baseline (T0), 3 months after 
intervention (T2), and one year after 
intervention (T3). One week after the 
intervention (T1), an intermediate 
assessment of arm pain, arm pain during 
heavy effort, neck pain, satisfaction, and 
improvement were performed. 

In this study, researchers looked at 
the effects of two different 
treatments on people with a 
herniated disc. The first treatment 
was a type of surgery called 
percutaneous disc nucleoplasty 
(PCN), and the second was a 
nonsurgical treatment called 
annular closure device (ACD) . 
The researchers measured the 
patients’ arm pain, neck pain, and 
overall health before the 
treatment, and then again at 3 
months and 1 year after the 
treatment. They found that both 

treatments worked well to 
reduce arm pain and improve 
overall health, but that the surgery 
worked slightly better than the 
nonsurgical treatment. 

No, an ACD is 
a surgical 
treatment and 
the original 
passage does 
not describe a 
“finding.”

The main characteristics of all eligible 
RCTs are presented Table 1. Yao Y, 
et al.[45] performed a retrospective cohort 
study, in which three minimally invasive 
spine surgery approaches (PELD, 
MIS-TLIF, and MED) were used to treat 
patients with PELD recurrence. The 
median Jada score of the cohort studies 
was 6 (range from 5 to 8), indicating that 
these studies were of high quality. 

This is a study that looks at three 
different types of surgery to treat 
patients with a certain type of 
spine problem. The study found 
that all three types of surgery 
were effective in treating the 
problem. 

No, the 
original 
passage does 
not describe a 
“finding.”
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Errors in generation are indicated in bold . 
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